Pre-Calculus Algebra Lecture Skills
How to "Attend" Lecture in a Flipped Classroom

001. Print
Print the corresponding Group Duty and skim read it.

002. Time
 Dedicate at least 2 times the length of the video.
Find a quiet place with no interruptions.
Do this with a friend from class for a "watching party."

003. Get What You Need
- Computer with YouTube access
- Table space for your notes
- Pencils, pens, straight edge or ruler
- Blank notebook paper

004. Prepare Your Notes
- Label the Lecture Set Number
- Label the Video Name
- Make a column for questions down the side of your page

005. Active Attendance
- Watch, Listen, Think, Take Notes
- Turn on CC, closed captioning.
- Never one hand over the space bar or mouse for quick pausing ability.
- Dr. Chang speaks and writes quickly
- You may be asked to try a problem on your own before you come back for the answer
- Need to copy down definitions, examples, procedures, steps, and questions you come up with on note-taking.

006. Start the Quiz
Attempt some scratch work on the quiz before class.
Write down your questions.